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Vienna’s English Theatre: Romy and Julian
By Juliane & Theresa (4A)

Last Tuesday (January 30, 2018)
we watched the play “Romy and
Julian” with our classmates and
our teacher. We liked the play
because it has a happy ending
and we liked the performers.
However, we disliked the
costumes, because they were
very ugly. We preferred reading
the play, because you can create
your own world while reading.

By Elisa (4A)
I liked the play “Romy and Julian”
because it was very cute and
emotional. The play was really
realistic because it could have
happened to one of us as well. I
also think that the actors were
quite good, even though they
didn’t look like I expected Romy
and Julian to look.
I think the play could have been a
bit longer and the actors could
have spoken a bit slower. But in
general I really liked the play and
I’m glad that we watched it.

By Marlene (4A)

The play showed that sometimes
people try to change for the ones
they love. It also makes you think
about yourself and what you do.
Watching the play was better
than reading it, in my opinion,
because you could perceive the
feelings of the characters much
better than in the brochure.

rer

By Ella (4B)

By Lisa (4A)

In the play “Romy and Julian” I
liked best that the play had a
happy ending. Of course I liked
the kiss between Romy and Julian
at the end. I also liked the scene
in which Romy and Julian saw
each other for the first time. I
think the actors played really
well. Some of them even had two
or more roles.

I would like to recommend
watching the play, especially for
young people, because it’s funny
and fits into the 21st century.

By Andy (4A)

But we didn’t like that the actors
were talking so fast and they
were talking with an accent.
Therefore, we didn’t understand
everything.

In my opinion the play was boring
because
the
ending
was
predictable. The only thing I liked
about the play was the bass music
between the scenes. It was very
cool when the floor was vibrating.

By Sarina & Christina P. (4B)
We liked that the actors
performed very well. It was also
very good that they often
changed their outfits.
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Interviews

Interviewer:
Lea (4B)

Interviewer:
Interviewers:

Lisa (4A)

Ella, Sarina, Christina P.(4B)

Interviewed person: Valentina (4A)

Interviewed person: Magdalena (7A)

Lisa: Why do you like to work for
the ,,Peer Mediation’’?

E/S/C: Why are you at our school?

Interviewed person: Fabian (6B)

Lea: What´s your favourite
subject at school?
Fabian: My favourite subject is
biology.
Lea: Oh, interesting. What do
you like/ dislike about our
school?
Fabian: I like the new part of our
school and I don’t like that the
scientific equipment at our
school because it is very old and
thus malfunctions from time to
time.

Magdalena: Because I don’t have
to drive a long way and I like the
school.
E/S/C: What do you like or dislike
at our School?
Magdalena: The school building is
good and the people are friendly. I
dislike that there aren’t enough big
chairs for the students of the upper
classes.

Valentina: It’s interesting and
funny, I think.
Lisa: Are there sometimes
complications with the students
you work with?
V: No, hardly ever. We can solve
almost all problems.
I: Would you like to practise this as
a job in the future?
V: Maybe, I think it’s good to spent
time for this.

rer

Pictures of our school

classroom of 4B (picture taken by Lea, 4B)

library (picture taken by Ella/Sarina/Christina , 4B)
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By Samuel (4A)

How to…
…enjoy the winter
holidays in our area
By Lea & Christina N. (4B)

In our area you can do a lot
of things in winter. If you like
ice skating you can go to
Obertrum, for example.
There are also many
Christmas markets in our
area and of course, you can
go skiing!

The area around Salzburg
offers a lot of activities like
skiing or snowboarding in
the
mountains.
Many
tourists also visit the
Getreidegasse
to
do
shopping or drink a yummy
coffee. When you drive to
Berchtesgaden, you can also
spend a relaxing day by
taking a thermal bath.

By Marlene (4A)

If you want to do something
special
in
winter
in
Seekirchen, I recommend
the Christmas market in
town. You can take a walk
around lake Wallersee, too.
It is really beautiful.

By Sarina (4B)

If there is enough snow you
can go skiing, snowboarding,
sledding or cross-country
skiing.
By Lisa (4A)

By Ella (4B)

In Salzburg you can go to the
traditional
Christmas
market. The small ones like
the one in Guggental are
really
beautiful
and
romantic. If you want to do
sports you can go skiing or
sledding or try ice skating. If
you prefer passive sports you
can go to the Salzburg Ice
Arena and watch an ice
hockey match. And for
relaxation the area of
Salzburg
offers
several
thermal baths and spas.

I couldn’t image the cold
time of the year without iceskating-places,
Christmas
markets, and the smartly
decorated Christmas-trees in
the city.
Top 10 things to do in the winter holidays
1. Skiing
2. Snowboarding
3. Sledding
4. Ice skating
5. Visiting Christmas markets
6. Relaxing in a spa
7. Shopping
8. Going for a walk
9. Reading
10. Eating a lot of Christmas cookies 
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Ready for our school
quiz?

Ready for a joke?

By Lisa (4A)

By Elisa (4A)
Why doesn't Voldemort have
glasses?

1. When does school start in
the morning?
2. What is the name of our
headmistress?

Nobody nose.

By Juliane, Theresa & Marlene
(4A)

3. What languages can you
learn at our school?

A: How was the English exam?
B: It was easy but one question
confused me.

4. Where can students relax
in the breaks?

A: Which one?

Check your answers in the box
below.

B: Our teacher asked us to write
down the past tense of “think”
and I thought, and thought, and
thought, and then I wrote
“thinked”.

7:50
Ms. Seethaler
German/English/French/Latin/Spanish
library/sports ground

Film review

Game review

Book review

By Andy (4A)

By Samuel (4A)

By Lisa (4A)

“Fack Ju Göthe 3”-

“Fortnite”-

“Water and air” -

What a disaster!

A survival game!

Awesome and interesting!

I had high expectations before

Fortnite has up to four players

Because of its miraculous

watching the film Fack Ju

cooperating

cover, I was determined to buy

Göthe 3, but the film couldn’t

missions, where they gain

this

meet them. The ending was

rewards to improve their hero

interesting book. It is about

very predictable and the movie

characters and to be able to

Kenzie, an eighteen-year-old

was boring.

take

girl who lives in a water

In my opinion,

the new characters were silly. I

on

missions.

on

more

various

difficult

awesome

and

quite

colony and follows her dream

didn’t like their ideas, for

of becoming an explorer.

example the three people who

I recommend reading this

wanted to kill themselves.

book, even though there’s no

That’s not appropriate in a

sequel.

“funny” film.
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